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URL　http://www.yusukewakata.com

Yusuke Wakata was born in 1995 in Ehime, graduated from Musashino Art University in 2017, and enrolled at the 

Graduate School of Design at the Tokyo University of the Arts. While focusing on the space and the objects in our 

daily lives, Wakata has produced works which alter fixed idea derived from our unconscious. In order to link the 

alteration with the daily lives of people , Wakata tries to merge the disciplines of design and fine arts, and aims to 

produce works that make use of those characteristics.

Exhibition

2014 Tokyo Designer's Week School Exhibition (Tokyo/Meijijingu Gaien)

         Base point exhibition (Tokyo/Musashino Art University)

2016 Living Art in OHYAMA 2016 (Toyama/Ohyama Community Center)

         National Showa Memorial Park Winter Vista Illumination (Tokyo/Showa Kinen Park)

2017 Musashino Art University Graduation Work Exhibition (Tokyo/Musashino Art University)

         IAG AWARDS 2017 (Tokyo/National Theatre of Japan)

         Independent TOKYO 2017 (Tokyo/HULIC HALL)

         KENZAN 2017 (Tokyo/Arena Hall Tamagawa)

          SMART ILLUMINATION in YOKOHAMA 2017 (Yokohama/ZOU-NO-HANA Park)

         Independent New York (New York/Ashok jain Gallery)

2018 SHIBUYA Arts Affair of GEIDAI (Tokyo/SEIBU SHIBUYA)

　　  Cool and beautiful people in Japan (Tokyo/ISETAN SINJUKU)

 　　  IAG ARTISTS SELECTION (Tokyo/National Theatre of Japan)

          "Forsakig Pop"Group show curated by Kyoko Sato (New York/WhiteBox)

          ALL ART ＋ (New York/Vander Plas Gallery)

　　 GlogauAIR OPEN STUDIO (GlogauAIR/Berlin)

2019Rooms Experience (GotandaTOC/Tokyo)

Solo Exhibition

2018  "FOLD" (New York/Cafe Grumpy)

　　   Tender Cities (NewYork/WhiteBox)

Award 

2014 Tokyo Designer's Week School Exhibition Asia Award Semi Grand Prix 

2017 Musashino Art University Graduation work Excellence Award

          IAG AWARDS 2017 Winning

          KENZAN 2017 Lower Akihabara Prize / IID Gallery Prize

Grant/Artist in Residence

 2018 WhiteBox Presents: Artist-in-Residence (NewYork)

           Glogau AIR (Berlin)

　　   Tiger House Artist in Residence (Shanghai)

　　   Sasaki Taiju Foundation 

 



Berlin made out of Berlin

YUSUKE WAKATA E-MAIL　lmnyuwa213@gmail.comURL　http://www.yusukewakata.com

2018　
paper

Although the environment of the city always influences us and interacts with us, the existence of the city itself is conceptual and 
can not be grasped. Meanwhile, I asked myself, how to represent this sense of incongruity that I perceive while staying in Berlin. 
This work and its process are contemporary
Relational art capturing such an abstract sense.
I picked up various kinds of paper from the street in Berlin, and created a berlin map form by assembling the pieces. Among 
Berlin trash that is scattered indefinitely, paper that is consumed in large quantities are symbols of scrap-and-build buildings and 
people that are constantly changing. The abstract color created by collection of pieces is the city's chaos, and the petal-like pieces 
which are growing in it represent the uncertain existence of the city. In other words, "The city is fragile like the assembly of flowers 
scattered ".
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America made out of America
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2018　
paper
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Manhattan made out of Manhattan
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2018　900 × 4000(mm)
paper

I picked up various kinds of paper from street in manhattan, and created a manhattan map form by the assembly of pieces. Among 

Manhattan garbage that is scattered indefinitely, paper that is consumed and fast-food store's wrapping paper, magazines, etc. 

that are consumed in large quantities are symbols of scrap-and-build where buildings and people are constantly changing. The 

abstract color created by such a collection of pieces is the city's chaos, and the petal-like pieces that grow in it are the uncertainty 

of the existence of the city - as we say "If these are blowed, it will be scattered like delicate flowes ".

After pasting to various streets of Manhattan, this work turned into garbage in the city again due to rain.
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WhiteBox Web History
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2018　
paper

These papers are exhibition posters from WhiteBox website. WhiteBox is one of 

the big nonprofit art space in NY, and that place has twenty years history. 

I printed every posters and cut them, in order to represent this huge activity,  

This work's form is like eating the building.
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...he just wanted freedom
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2018　310 × 410(mm)
Polyester film

He was killed by border patrol on the East German side in 1962.



Child of the sight Exhibited to ARTS AFFAIR OF GEIDAI
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2018　300 × 300 × 800(mm)
Polyester film, Wood, polypropylene



Remember
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2018　531 × 408 × 80(mm)
Polyester film, acrylic



Remember
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2018　531 × 408 × 80(mm)
Polyester film, acrylic



Sharpen sky
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2018　300 × 400 × 60(mm)
Polyester film, acrylic



Face IAG AWARDS Selected  Work
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2017　630 × 2850 × 20(mm)
Polyester film, acrylic



Through the experience of the power outage caused by the Great East Japan Earthquake, people recognized again that light is the 

epitome of life. Lights exist in a place where people gather, and they have the power to impress people strongly. I wanted to create 

a work that conveys such an impression to visitors.

 By installing 3 microphones in the park where this work is situated, the microphones pick up the surrounding noise and make 

the light flicker in accordance with the strength of the noise. With the reaction of light, it looks like the work flickers like a flame. 

Furthermore, by reproducing the collected sound from the speaker installed in the base, we produced a mechanism to make the 

visitors grasp this work's concept. By appreciating this work, you will reconfirm the value of "life" which you take for granted.

Light of life

YUSUKE WAKATA E-MAIL　lmnyuwa213@gmail.comURL　http://www.yusukewakata.com

2017　1670×1870×2400 (mm)　

We set up a microph-one in 

three places inside the park 

and the inside of the work.

Play the noise of the collected 

park with a speaker.

The light blinks depe-nding 

on the intensity of those 

sounds.

Polyethylene foam, wood, wire, speaker, LED light, microphone, mixing console, voice control unit

SMART ILLUMINATION YOKOHAMA 2017
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Light of life  2018



We regard various elements in our daily life as independent things, such as our “body”, “things” around us, and “space” between 

them. However, our body, things, and space are, originally indivisible. This work presents that forsaken notion to us.

 I printed human body on polyester film, cut them into pieces, and folded them into a petal-like shape. I spread the pieces in order 

to express the process in which the human body is being dissolved gradually.

Body
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2017　11000×6500×2500 (mm)
Polyester film, Wire

Musashino Art University Graduation Work Awards for excellence



Body 2017
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People, things, and space, these are not separated objects, they are unified as one.

 In order to present the concept, we expressed the process where human body dissolves and blends into space with 15 human 

bodies. That belt-shaped sculpture is installed in nature so that the viewer strongly feels the concept.

Body of space
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2016　4000 × 11500 × 5400(mm)
Sheet, Wire



Body of space　2016
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It creates a space like sunbathing in nature. This work was produced with such a concept.

By taking advantage of Saran wrap cushioning and permeability, you can feel like  relaxed in the vegetation.

Primitive space
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2015　2400×2800×4200 (mm)　
Wood, Screw, Cling film



Primitive space  2015
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A chair made with the concept of a chair like a natural object.

The chair has a natural figure like a bird’s nest, and it gives the feeling of sitting on the pebbles of the riverbed.

NATURAL CHAIR
2015　560 × 490 × 720 (mm)
Wood, Screw

YUSUKE WAKATA E-MAIL　lmnyuwa213@gmail.comURL　http://www.yusukewakata.com



NATURAL CHAIR　2015
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Works aiming to change the familiar tiled space into an attractive one. I sliced Styrofoam to the same size as the tile and spread 

them. We have created a figure as if droplets fell on it by bending the pieces.

BUILDING OF THE SEA
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2015　8300 × 13900 × 90 (mm)
Polystyrene foam



BUILDING OF THE SEA　2015
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Re-Scape National Showa Memorial Park Winter Vista Illumination
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Natural images of the National Showa 

Memorial  Park are projected from the 

projector installed in the box behind.

The cube is made of stacked polycarbonate boards. By 

projecting the image on the cross section of the polycarbonate 

plate, the light is diffused and the image is abstracted.

On the back of the cube, an acrylic 

pla-te and cloth are affixed, and 

images are to be projected.

By reproducing the scene of the day beautifully in the evening, the work lets the viewer recognize again the value of the natural 

scenery.

2016　2000 × 2000 × 2000 (mm)
Polycarbonate, wire, iron pipe, projector, wiring cord, wood



Re-scape　2016
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This lighting fixture was made using a half mirror as a material.When you turn on the light bulb inside, the material is transparent.

GLAMOROUS Tokyo Designers Week Asia Awards School Exhibitions Semi-Grand Prix

YUSUKE WAKATA E-MAIL　lmnyuwa213@gmail.comURL　http://www.yusukewakata.com

880

When it is off, the half mirror reflects the surrounding light.

When lit, light is reflected complicatedly inside, and beautiful 

light is born.

2014　700×700×1000 (mm)
Insulation sheet, Acrylic rod, Light bulb, Socket, Wiring cord



GLAMOROUS　2014
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Tender Cities
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<WhiteBoxLab> Artist in Residence | Exhibition
September 11-13, 2018

“Scrape and build-up” has been, through his late Summer residency, a coinage and actual method Yusuke Wakata has employed 

as foil in developing his photographic bas-relief artwork. In his eyes, it parallels that of building cities where a mixture of human 

methods attached to myriad of mix-and-match material elements results in depersonalized hybrid buildings and disjointed 

environments. The end result—as the artist sees it—has culminated in existentially dreadful dwelling localities, where one is unable 

to enjoy and dream of a bright, utopian future. In order to redeem himself, Wakata expresses this feeling of chaos, confusion and 

nothingness in the process of artmaking.

 

Being an active artist in Tokyo, he has witnessed a constant and senseless destruction paired to an aesthetically atrocious, 

unregulated and unlimited growth. Images of Tokyo’s dystopia he now parallels to those he sees happening in New York City, a 

permeating experience inspiring and guiding his disciplined work.

WhiteBox/NewYork



GlogauAIR Open Studio
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December

 While focusing on the space and the objects in our daily lives, Wakata has produced works which alter fixed idea derived from 

our unconscious. Wakata tries to merge the disciplines of design and fine arts, and aims to produce works that make use of 

characteristics of both.

 What we call space, people, and things are all kinds of phenomenon, which are only fragments of memory. It is with this in mind 

that Wakata creates his research-based and site-specific works. Selecting a story and a person specific to Berlin, Wakata arrived at 

the story of a person who was killed by the border patrol attempting to cross the Berlin wall. He printed this important historical 

person’s face on polyester film, proceeding to cut his picture into pieces, folding them into a petal-like shapes. The series of acts 

that reconstruct photos makes the boundary ambiguous between our memory and things that exist. So this art work expresses his 

belief that both existence and memory are uncertain.

GlogauAIR/Berlin



Monthly Art Collector's 2017/5

 page 17

SHOTEN KENCHIKU 2017/4

 page 36

I appeared in the TV program "Seed 

of the idea of   Kenichiro Mogi" 

broadcasted at BS NIPPON TV.

Press



MUSASHINO ART UNIVERSITY

http://www.musabi.ac.jp/course/undergraduate/sdf/showcase/

「人・物・空間、本来それらは分け隔てられるものではなく全て

一体である」と若田は言う。「本当だろうか？」「そんなはずはな

い！」そんな疑問を感じさせることが若田の魂胆なのだ。そんな

問題を惹き起すため覚悟をもった表現をした。--- 小泉誠

ARTE FUSE 11/20/2017 by ALISON MARTIN

exhibition information

https://artefuse.com/2017/11/20/independent-new-york-by-

tagboat-japan-at-the-ashok-jain-gallery-125260/

Shukan NY Seikatsu2018/7/7

 exhibition information



Shukan NY Seikatsu2018/7/7

 exhibition information

tagboat.com

exhibition article

http://www.tagboat.com/wp/?p=10775



Brooklyn Rail

JULY 27TH, 2018

Yusuke Wakata surprised curator Sato when he picked up trash on the streets of Manhattan and asked to spontaneously create 

with it a giant masterpiece of this island, outside the gallery on a chain link fence. Downstairs, a much smaller Tokyo map made out 

of delicately folded photographs of that metropolis similarly circumscribe an outline of those city limits. Both pieces merge place, 

artist, and process into an ongoing collaboration reminiscent of the French Situationists. ーーー Mark Bloch

Shukan NY Seikatsu

October 13TH, 2018













Pless Release

329 Broome Street New York NY 10002 | 212-714-2347 | info@whiteboxny.org

YUSUKE WAKATA

Tender Cities
September 11-13, 2018
Opening Reception: Tuesday, September 11, 6-8PM

“Scrape and build-up” has been, through his late Summer residency, a coinage and actual method Yusuke Wakata has 
employed as foil in developing his photographic bas-relief artwork at WhiteBoxLab residency. In his eyes, it parallels the 
manner of contemporary practices building cities where a mixture of human methods attached to myriad of 
mix-and-match material elements results in depersonalized hybrid buildings and disjointed environments. The end 
result—as the artist sees it—has culminated in aesthetically and existentially dreadful dwelling localities, where one is 
unable to enjoy and dream of a bright, utopian future. In order to redeem himself, Wakata expresses this feeling of chaos, 
confusion and nothingness in the process of artmaking.

Being an active artist in Tokyo, he has witnessed a constant and senseless destruction of the city old habitats paired to 
an aesthetically atrocious, unregulated and unlimited growth. Images of Tokyo’ s dystopia he now parallels to those he 
sees happening in New York City, a permeating experience inspiring and guiding his disciplined work.

Yusuke Wakata received the Asia Award Semi Grand Prix from Tokyo Designer’ s Week School exhibition in 2014, the 
Excellence Award from Musashino Art University Graduation Show in 2017. In 2017, he  participated in the exhibition 
“Independent Tokyo” and “Independent New York” in the LES, organized by Gallery Tagboat.

He received a BFA from Musashino Art University in 2017 and is currently enrolled in the MFA program at Tokyo 
University of the Arts




